Introduction. Let H be a real separable Hubert space and let \<p< oo. Let y-*T y denote the strongly continuous representation of the additive group of H as a group of isometries on L P (H, normal
distribution) denned by (T y f)(x) =f(x~-y)D(x, y) when ƒ is a bounded tame function on H and
If jx is a Borel measure on H of bounded variation, let ix p denote the strong integral fnTydfiCy). It is the object of this paper to give sufficient conditions on a complex measure /x of bounded variation on H such that if 0<5<p< <*> and if ( 
1) Z*'(E) = (\(E/t)dt/t,
then the strong limit of the (2) 4" = f T y dZ%) J H exists as a bounded operator on L P (H) as ô tends to zero and p tends to infinity.
A theorem of this type extends the Calderon-Zygmund theory of singular integral operators on E n to infinite dimensions. For if fc(#)||x||-" n is a Calderon-Zygmund kernel and if £ is a bounded Borel set which is disjoint from a neighborhood of the origin then v{E)
is an integrable radial function on E n with support in a bounded annulus disjoint from a neighborhood of the origin, then fE n g(x)k(x)\\x\\~ndx = 0. When fx satisfies a smoothness condition and n(H) =0, the set function v(E) -fâ[i{E/ï)dt/t has these properties.
The results in this paper are taken from the author's Cornell doctoral dissertation. The author wishes to express his most hearty thanks to his thesis advisor Professor Leonard Gross for his interest, advice, and encouragement during the preparation of the thesis.
The main results. DEFINITION 1. Let ix be a complex Borel measure of bounded variation on H, let Z 8p be as in Equation (1) and Z hp be as in Equation (2) 
METHOD OF PROOF OF THEOREM 3. When a(x)
is an odd function, we apply Minkowski's integral inequality, M. Riesz' theorem on the Hilbert transform, and the dominated convergence theorem.
When a(x) is an even function, a special argument is needed. Let F denote the base of a(x) and G denote the image of F under B. Let P 0 denote the orthogonal projection from H to G. Let (P= {P n } be an ordered sequence P 0 <Pi<P%< • • • of finite dimensional orthogonal projections which converge strongly to the identity. Consider the tame operators {ZoQ^l) This theorem is proved by direct computation. REMARK. It follows from Theorem 4 that if the operator B on EN is the identity operator and if a(x) is homogeneous of degree zero, then the singular integral operator Z p determined by a(x) is the CalderonZygmund operator C p and C p has kernel const. ^(j)||^||~^. Furthermore, every Calderon-Zygmund operator arises in this way.
